You Taught Someone Younger

Describe a time you taught something new to a younger person.
You should say:
who you taught
what you taught
why you taught it to this person
and explain how you felt after doing this.
Part 3
Learning (or Teaching) In General
Do you think a person needs to be especially trained in order to
teach skills to other people?
What are some differences between good trainers and ordinary
people?
How do (or should) a good trainer teach a skill?
Do you think a person needs to be motivated to learn a new skill?
Would you say most students (high school & university) are
motivated to learn?
Can you suggest some ways to motive a person to learn something?
Do you think having curiosity is important when learning something
new?
Skills in General
What are some examples of the skills that adults typically have
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today?
(Similar to above) What are some examples of the skills that adults
typically need to have today?
Do you think that driving a car is a skill that most people should
learn?
(Similar to above) Do you think that driving a car is an important
skill to have?
Are the skills that people have today different to the skills that
people had in the past?
Can you suggest how the skills that people will have in the future
will be (or, might be) different to the situation today?
(Similar to above) What do you think will be (or might be) the most
important skills to have in the future?
Are there any particular skills that you want to (or, would like to)
learn?
Teaching Skills to Children
Do you think it's important for children to learn new skills?
(Similar to above) Do you think it's important for people to learn
skills in their early childhood years?
What skills would you say all children need to (or, should) learn?
What skills do children have to (or, should) learn before they start
school?
Who do you think is more important for the teaching of skills to
children?
Do parents and school teachers usually teach the same skills to
children?
What can a parent or teacher do to make a child more interested in
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learning?
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